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Abstract

Paris Kanellakis and the second author (Smolka) were among the �rst to investi-
gate the computational complexity of bisimulation, and the �rst and third authors
(Moller and Srba) have long-established track records in the �eld. Smolka and Moller
have also written a brief survey about the computational complexity of bisimula-
tion [45]. The authors believe that the special issue of Information and Computation
devoted to PCK50: Principles of Computing and Knowledge: Paris C. Kanellakis
Memorial Workshop represents an ideal opportunity for an up-to-date look at the
subject.
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1 Introduction

In his Turing Award lecture [17], Juris Hartmanis eloquently discusses, among
other things, the fundamental rôle that computational complexity theory plays
in computer science. He goes on, in the context of describing joint work with
Phil Lewis and Richard Stearns, to highlight some of the results obtained on
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the computational complexity of problems in formal language theory; e.g., all
context-free languages are contained in TIME[n3] and SPACE[log2 n].

We argue here that the computational complexity of generative devices such
as grammars or automata takes on a new and interesting light when such
devices are interpreted as generating (concurrent) processes rather than formal
languages, and the traditional notion of language equivalence is replaced by
some notion of semantic equivalence. When employing grammars to generate
processes, we assume them to be in Greibach Normal Form (GNF). In this
way, a state of a process corresponds to a sequence of nonterminals; and the
transitions leading from a state corresponding to a sequence starting with
a nonterminal X are prescribed, in a one-to-one fashion, by the rules of the
grammar corresponding to the nonterminal X. Formally,X�

a
�! �� if X! a�

is a rule of the grammar. In concurrency theory such a transition is read as
\process X� performs the action a and evolves into the process ��".

A wide range of semantic equivalences was classi�ed by van Glabbeek [67,68]
in his linear time/branching time spectrum (see Figure 1). The coarsest (least
discriminating) equivalence in this hierarchy is trace equivalence, as de�ned by
Hoare [23]. A (partial) trace of a process is a �nite sequence of actions that
can be performed by the process. Two processes are trace equivalent if their
sets of traces are equal.

A variant of trace equivalence is called completed trace equivalence, which in
the theory of formal languages and automata is known as language equivalence
(provided that in�nite computations are disregarded). A completed trace is
maximal in the sense that it cannot be extended to a longer one. Two processes
are completed trace equivalent if they are trace equivalent and moreover they
have the same set of completed traces.

As we go further up in van Glabbeek's spectrum, the equivalences distinguish
more and more branching features. The �nest (most discriminating) equiva-
lence is bisimulation equivalence, or bisimilarity. This is perhaps the equiva-
lence that has attracted the most attention in concurrency theory, and is also
the main focus of this paper. As originally introduced by Park [48] and Mil-
ner [39], bisimilarity appeared to play a prominent rôle due to many pleasant
properties it possesses.

Bisimulation equivalence is the cornerstone of a number of theories of con-
current and distributed computing, most notably Robin Milner's Calculus of
Communicating Systems (CCS) [41] and the �-calculus [43]. Milner received
the 1991 Turing Award, and bisimulation �gured prominently in his Turing
Award lecture [42].

The idea underlying bisimulation equivalence had also drawn the attention
of modal logicians already 30 years ago, in the guise of p-morphisms [51],
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Fig. 1. Linear/branching time spectrum

and later zig-zag relations [66]. It is intimately related to the distinguishing
powers of general branching-time temporal logics, in particular the modal
mu-calculus. Set theorists have been attracted to bisimulation, as it forms
the basis of Peter Aczel's Anti Foundation Axiom for non-well-founded set
theory [7]. The functional programming community has also shown interest
in bisimulation, as evidenced by Samson Abramsky's notion of applicative
bisimulation for relating terms of the lazy lambda calculus [1].

The essence of bisimilarity, quoting Hennessy and Milner [18], \is that the
behaviour of a program is determined by how it communicates with an ob-
server." Therefore, the notion of bisimilarity for di�erent models is de�ned in
terms of their behaviours and observable behaviours. For example for rooted
labelled transition systems it seems natural to identify their behaviours with
(possibly in�nite) synchronization trees [39] into which they unfold, and to
take sequences of actions as observations. The abstract de�nition of bisimilar-
ity for arbitrary categories of models due to Joyal, Nielsen and Winskel [33]
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formalizes this idea. Given a category of models where objects are behaviours
and morphisms indicate how one behaviour extends the other, and given a
subcategory of observable behaviours, the abstract de�nition yields a notion
of bisimilarity for all behaviours with respect to observable behaviours. For
example, for rooted labelled transition systems, taking synchronization trees
as their behaviours, and sequences of actions as the observable behaviours, we
recover the standard notion of strong bisimilarity.

Another abstract de�nition of bisimilarity is that based on coalgebras. Tran-
sition systems of various kinds can be viewed as coalgebras for appropriate
endofunctors. This approach gives rise to a de�nition of bisimulation as a
span of coalgebras [65,50].

A remarkable property of bisimilarity is its computational feasibility. Bisimi-
larity is widely regarded as the \most decidable" behavioural equivalence, and
this aspect will be demonstrated in the rest of this paper.

Finally, as we shall show, bisimulation has an elegant game-theoretic interpre-
tation as promulgated by Stirling [59] and Thomas [64].

To motivate this study, consider the two regular expressions ab + ac and
a(b+ c) which are represented by the following nondeterministic �nite-state
automata (NFA) and corresponding regular grammars.
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These expressions, as well as their corresponding automata, are clearly lan-
guage equivalent, as they both describe the language fab; ac g; as language
generators, they are indistinguishable. However, viewed as process generators
they may be distinguished. The �rst automaton in its initial state X may
perform an a-transition and evolve into either state Y|from which only a b-
transition is possible|or state Z|from which only a c-transition is possible;
on the other hand, the second automaton in its initial state U performs the
a-transition and evolves into state V from which both the b- and c-transitions
are possible.

If we interpret these automata as representing the behaviours of processes,
with the transitions being potential communications with the environment
in which these processes reside, then it behooves us to consider them as be-
haviourally inequivalent. For example after the initial communication involv-
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ing the a-transition, the second process would be in state V from which it
is willing to participate in a communication involving a b-transition, whereas
the �rst process may be in state Z from which it will refuse to participate in
a communication involving a b-transition. In the terminology of concurrency
theory, the �rst process may deadlock in an instance in which the second will
not.

Milner [39] proposed bisimilarity to formally capture the notion of behavioural
equivalence, and gave it, along with Park [48], a simple and elegant mathemat-
ical de�nition in terms of bisimulations. A (strong) bisimulation is a binary
relation R on processes such that whenever R(P;Q): if P can perform an
a-transition to become P 0 (for any a and P 0), then Q can also perform an
a-transition to become some Q 0 such that R(P 0; Q 0); and conversely, if Q
can perform an a-transition to become Q 0, then P can also perform an a-
transition to become some P 0 such that R(P 0; Q 0). Note the recursive nature
of the de�nition. Now, two processes P and Q are bisimilar if there exists
a bisimulation R such that R(P;Q). It is well-known that bisimulations are
closed under union and that the largest bisimulation, under set inclusion, ex-
ists. In fact, this largest bisimulation, �, is an equivalence relation and taken
to be bisimulation equivalence, or simply (strong) bisimilarity.

It is instructive to view bisimulation equivalence in terms of particular two-
player games. A game is provided by a pair of processes (P;Q), with the players
alternating moves as follows: Player I chooses a sequence of transitions of one
of the processes, and in response, Player II must choose an identically labelled
sequence of transitions of the other process. The game then continues starting
from the resulting pair of processes. If Player II ever �nds that she cannot
respond to a move made by Player I, she loses the game. On the other hand,
if Player I cannot perform any transition from either of the processes, the
Player II wins. If the game is in�nite, Player II is the winner. A moment's
reection then leads to the realization that Player II has a defending strategy
exactly when the two processes are bisimilar: if there is a bisimulation relat-
ing the processes, then a defending strategy for Player II consists of merely
matching transitions made by Player I which lead to a resulting pair which is
also contained in the bisimulation relation. Conversely Player I has a winning
strategy exactly when the two processes are not bisimilar.

As an example, the two processes X and U pictured above are not bisimilar.
(There is no bisimulation relating X and U.) This nonbisimilarity is evidenced
by the existence of an obvious winning strategy for Player I in the game
de�ned by the pair (X;U). After one exchange of moves consisting of a single
a-transition, the game must be in either the con�guration (Y;V) or (Z;V). In
the �rst instance, Player I may win by choosing the single c-transition from
process V, while in the second instance she may win by choosing the single b-
transition from process V. Thus, bisimilarity is a strictly more discriminating
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equivalence relation than language equivalence, and is intrinsically sensitive
(unlike language equivalence) to the nondeterministic branching structure of
processes.

For some applications the notion of bisimilarity is too strong because it re-
ects not only the visible (observable) actions but also the internal (unobserv-
able) actions. This means that two processes have to exhibit bisimilar beha-
viours including, e.g., internal synchronization. It is, however, often not desir-
able to observe such internal events (e.g. implementation hiding in software-
engineering). For this reason a special silent action, generally denoted by �, is
introduced with the intention that the action � should be undetectable by an
external observer.

Several semantic approaches can di�er in the way they treat the unobservable
action �. One possibility is to disregard � actions and agree that only the visible
actions are observable. Citing Milner [41]: \. . . we merely require that each �
action is matched by zero or more � actions . . . ". The notion of bisimilarity
achieved this way is called weak bisimilarity.

In order to de�ne weak bisimilarity one usually introduces the so-called weak
transition relation. The idea is that a process P performs under the weak
transition relation an action a and evolves into a process Q whenever it is
possible to perform from P zero or more � actions and then the action a,
followed again by zero or more � actions, �nally resulting in Q. We also allow
that P under the weak transition relation performs the � action and evolves
into P again.

Weak bisimilarity then corresponds to the bisimilarity notion de�ned above
where instead of the basic transition relations we use the weak transition
relations. In the same manner one can also generalize the bisimulation game
described above.

Let us also mention that in [69] van Glabbeek and Weijland introduced a
�ner notion of behavioural equivalence than weak bisimilarity called branch-
ing bisimilarity. Their approach builds on the ideas of weak bisimilarity but it
moreover distinguishes between processes that change their branching prop-
erties after the performance of individual �-actions. This in particular means
that if a �-action is performed by one of the processes then the other process
not only has to match this move by a sequence of � actions but also all the in-
termediate states reached during this sequence have to be branching bisimilar
to the �rst process.

For completeness let us mention that at least two other behavioural equiva-
lences that abstract away from unobservable actions, called eta bisimilarity [3]
and delay bisimilarity [40], have been proposed. They treat abstraction from
unobservable actions in a slightly di�erent way than branching bisimilarity
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and are positioned between weak and branching bisimilarity, mutually incom-
parable.

Since this paper deals only with strong and weak bisimilarity, we shall not
provide further details about the other notions of bisimilarity. The interested
reader is referred to [70].

We now have in place the three main ingredients of a formal language theory
in a new setting: automata and grammars (processes), and equivalence (bisim-
ilarity). The computational complexity of bisimulation in this formal-language
framework, however, di�ers greatly from its classical counterpart, with a num-
ber of surprising twists and turns worth mentioning. We concentrate here on
the inner layers of the Chomsky hierarchy, viz. regular and context-free pro-
cesses, and note in passing that a language like CCS is easily shown to be
Turing-powerful.

2 Regular Processes

In the case of regular processes, that is, those given by right-linear GNF gram-
mars such as the two depicted above, the main complexity result is as follows.
Let P,Q be regular processes whose underlying NFA have a total of n states
andm transitions. Then, as was shown by Kanellakis and Smolka [34], whether
or not P and Q are bisimilar can be decided in polynomial time, O(nm) time
to be exact. This algorithm was subsequently improved upon by Paige and
Tarjan who devised one that runs in O(m logn) time [47]. This is in stark
contrast to the equivalence problem for regular expressions, which was shown
to be PSPACE-complete [24]. The class of regular processes is usually denoted
by FS, to emphasize the intrinsically �nite-state nature of these processes.

Moreover, bisimulation was originally de�ned by Milner as the limit of a se-
quence of successively �ner equivalence relations, �k, where �1 is trace equiv-
alence. In terms of our game-theoretic characterisation, two processes are re-
lated by �k exactly when Player II has a winning strategy if the game is rede-
�ned to declare her the winner after the exchange of k moves. So, for example,
the above processes X and U are related by �1 but not by �2 as Player I has a
strategy for guaranteeing a win within the exchange of two moves. Kanellakis
and Smolka showed that, for each �xed k, deciding �k is PSPACE-complete,
a complexity that disappears in the limit; i.e., upon reaching �.

As for weak bisimilarity on regular processes, one can �rst pre-compute the
weak transition relation (which simply amounts to computing of the transi-
tive closure) and construct new regular processes where transitions are re-
placed with weak transitions. On these new regular systems the algorithms
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for (strong) bisimilarity checking can be used. Hence the problem for weak
bisimilarity can also be decided in polynomial time.

3 Context-Free Processes

The situation is even more dramatic in the context-free case, where the re-
sulting processes are no longer regular. In the concurrency theory community,
context-free processes are referred to as BPA (Basic Process Algebra) pro-
cesses. In the classical setting, Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir [6] showed that
the equivalence problem for languages generated by nondeterministic context-
free grammars is undecidable. In fact all the equivalences in van Glabbeek's
spectrum (apart from bisimilarity) are undecidable for BPA [26,16].

Taking advantage of the periodic structure exhibited by bisimilar processes,
Baeten, Bergstra, and Klop [2] were able to show that bisimilarity of normed
BPA|those context-free processes in which the underlying GNF grammar
contains no redundant nonterminals|is decidable. (Being normed means that
there is a sequence of transitions leading from any state to the state ". The
norm of a state is de�ned as the length of the shortest such sequence.) In
fact, Hirshfeld, Jerrum and Moller [21] showed that, in this case, bisimilarity
can be decided in polynomial time. Restricting to simple (i.e., deterministic)
normed grammars, where language equivalence and bisimilarity coincide, this
gives that language equivalence is polynomially decidable, improving vastly
on the doubly-exponential algorithm of Korenjak and Hopcroft [36].

For arbitrary (unnormed) BPA processes, Christensen, H�uttel, and Stirling [14]
showed that bisimilarity is still decidable. However, the complexity in this gen-
eral case is now known to be PSPACE-hard [56], yet no worse than doubly-
exponential [10].

Decidability of weak bisimilarity checking for BPA is still an open problem. It
is generally conjectured that the problem is decidable but so far only a partial
positive result for a restricted subclass of totally normed BPA was achieved
by Hirshfeld in [20]. However, the problem was very recently shown to be at
least EXPTIME-hard by Mayr [38], even for normed BPA.

4 Commutative Context-Free Processes

Of course, in studying concurrent processes one would like to consider pro-
cesses composed not merely sequentially as with context-free processes, but
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concurrently as well. A simple form of concurrent composition can be mod-
elled by considering commutative context-free processes; that is, where we now
interpret concatenation of nonterminals modulo commutativity. In this way,
any nonterminal in a sequence can be used to provide the next transition from
the state associated with that sequence. In the concurrency theory commu-
nity, the resulting process is referred to as BPP (Basic Parallel Process). For
example, the grammar

A! aAB A! c B! b

gives rise to the BPA (context-free) process
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BPP processes correspond to communication-free Petri nets, in other words
those (place/transition) Petri nets in which each transition has a unique input
place. For example, the above BPP process corresponds to the following Petri
net:

Æ
��
A Æ

��
B

c a b
� - --

�

The results regarding deciding bisimulation in this case are similar to those
for BPA processes. Hirshfeld [19] showed that once again language equiva-
lence is undecidable (in fact none of the equivalences from van Glabbeek's
spectrum below bisimilarity are decidable [25]), while Christensen, Hirshfeld
and Moller [12] showed that bisimilarity is decidable in general, and Hirsh-
feld, Jerrum and Moller [22] showed that it is decidable in polynomial time for
normed processes. The problem for unnormed BPP is known to be PSPACE-
hard [55] and Jan�car [29] has recently demonstrated that it can indeed be
decided in polynomial space. PSPACE-completeness of the problem is hence
established.
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One noteworthy corollary from Jan�car's paper is the resolution of an intriguing
long-standing conjecture. In the case of BPA processes, if X is an unnormed
variable it is easily con�rmed that X � X� for any �; being unnormed, the pro-
cess represented by the nonterminal X can never terminate, so the behaviour
of X� will be the same as that of X. Also, if XX � XXX then the variable X
must be unnormed; this follows from the fact that the norm is additive, and
bisimilar processes must have the same norm. Thus it is clear that the identity
X � XX follows immediately from XX � XXX. However, this is by no means
obvious in the case of BPP processes. This conjecture was put forward more
than a decade ago (a stronger version appears in [13]), and since then many
clever researchers have failed at every attempt to prove this cancellation law;
none of the standard bisimulation proof techniques could be applied to this
question. Jan�car �nally provided a proof which is unexpectedly complicated
for such a simple-looking conjecture.

Even though the weak bisimilarity problem for BPP is still open, Jan�car con-
jectured that his new technique from [29] might be extended to prove decid-
ability of this problem. His conjecture is also partially con�rmed by positive
decidability results of weak bisimilarity for several subclasses of BPP [20,62].

5 State-Extended Processes

A common extension to context-free and commutative context-free processes
is provided by including a �nite-state control unit. With such an extension, the
grammar rules are no longer based solely on a nonterminal from the sequence
representing the state, but are dictated as well by the �nite-state control.
State-extended BPA naturally correspond to pushdown automata (PDA), with
the nonterminal sequence representing the stack, while state-extended BPP
correspond to multiset automata (MSA), which are sometimes referred to as
PPDA for parallel pushdown automata, and represent a subclass of Petri nets.

S�enizergues [52] and Stirling [60] both showed the decidability of bisimula-
tion equivalence over state-extended BPA. Another noteworthy result is the
result of Stirling [61] that bisimilarity is decidable over strict deterministic
grammars. This result reinforces (and gives a shorter proof for) S�enizergues's
solution [53] to the long-standing equivalence problem for deterministic push-
down automata. Recently Stirling proved that this problem is primitive recur-
sive [63].

For the case of state-extended BPP, the result di�ers from the sequential case;
here bisimilarity was proved undecidable [44] using Jan�car's technique for the
undecidability of bisimilarity of Petri nets [28].
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Very recently the weak bisimilarity problem for PDA was shown to be unde-
cidable [57], and it was proved that weak bisimilarity of Petri nets and MSA
is signi�cantly harder than strong bisimilarity. In fact, the weak bisimilarity
problems are highly undecidable both for PDA and MSA [58] (�1

1
-complete

in the analytical hierarchy), which contrasts to decidability of strong bisimi-
larity for PDA [52,60] and to �0

1
-completeness (�rst level of the arithmetical

hierarchy) of strong bisimilarity for Petri nets and MSA (see [27]).

6 Process Rewrite Systems

Based on the models of in�nite-state systems introduced above, a successful
e�ort to provide a common framework for their analysis was started by Moller
in [44], and a slightly generalized and simpli�ed version of this formalism was
presented by Mayr [37] in the form of Process Rewrite Systems (PRS).

In the PRS formalism processes are identi�ed with process expressions which
consist of atomic process constants combined into larger process expressions
by means of sequential and parallel operators. Formally the class of general
process expressions G is de�ned by the following abstract syntax

E ::= " j X j E:E j EjjE

where `"' denotes the empty process, X ranges over a given set of process con-
stants, and `:' and `jj' are the operators of sequential and parallel composition,
respectively. Moreover, we assume that `:' is associative, `jj' is associative and
commutative, and `"' is a unit for `:' and `jj'.

A process rewrite system is a �nite set � of rewrite rules of the form E
a
�! E 0

such that E and E 0 are from G, and a is from a given set of actions. This
�nite set of rewrite rules generates an in�nite-state process by means of the
following inference rules (recall that `jj' is commutative).

(E
a
�! E 0) 2 �

E
a
�! E 0

E
a
�! E 0

E:F
a
�! E 0:F

E
a
�! E 0

EjjF
a
�! E 0jjF

The intuition behind the combinations of parallel and sequential operators on
the left- and right-hand sides of the rewrite rules is as follows. A rewrite rule of
the form X

a
�! Y can be interpreted as \process X performs the action a and

becomes process Y." Similarly a rewrite rule of the form X
a
�! " means that

\process X performs the action a and terminates." The interpretation of the
rewrite rule X

a
�! Y:Z is \process X calls a procedure Y and then continues as

process Z". When the sequential operator is present on the left-hand side of a
rewrite rule as in X:Y

a
�! Z, the intuition is that we enable value passing: X
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represents a value returned by some previous computation and the behaviour
of the process Y is a�ected by this value.

We now proceed to discuss the parallel operator `jj'. A rewrite rule of the form
X

a
�! YjjZ stands for \process X performs the action a and becomes a parallel

composition of processes Y and Z." In other words, process X forks into Y and
Z. Rewrite rules of the form XjjY

a
�! Z are interpreted as \processes X and Y

synchronize by jointly executing the action a and becoming the process Z."

Finally, in the most general cases, we allow process expressions to contain a
mixture of sequential and parallel operators on both sides of the rewrite rules,
as in the rule

X:Y
a
�! (UjjV):Z:

This particular rule can be interpreted as follows: \process Y receives a return
value X and performs the action a; after this, a parallel execution of U and
V is initiated; �nally, when both of these parallel components terminate, the
computation continues with the execution of the process Z."

These simple examples demonstrate why process rewrite systems �nd a natural
application in the interprocedural control-ow analysis of programs [35]. More
details can be found, e.g., in [15].

By restricting the general form of the rewrite rules we obtain several subclasses
of process rewrite systems. Let S (sequential process expressions) represent the
subclass of general process expressions G that contains no parallel operator.
Also, let P (parallel process expressions) represent the subclass of general
process expressions G that contains no sequential operator. Let 1 be the class
that contains only process constants and the empty process. Then, e.g., (1;P)-
PRS is the subclass of PRS where every rule E

a
�! E 0 is restricted such that

E is a process constant only and E 0 is an arbitrary parallel expression.

The complete PRS-hierarchy is depicted in Figure 2. This hierarchy is known
to be strict with respect to strong bisimilarity and none of the classes in the
hierarchy is Turing powerful since, e.g., the reachability problem is decidable
even for the whole PRS class [37].

The reader may wonder what is the connection with the models of in�nite-state
systems introduced in previous sections? The answer is surprisingly simple.
Most of the classes in Figure 2 correspond naturally to the well-known classes
of processes like context-free processes, pushdown automata and Petri nets.
Rules of the type X

a
�! Y:Z de�ne the BPA class, rules of the type X

a
�! YjjZ

correspond to BPP processes, rules like X:Y
a
�! Z:U characterize the PDA

class (the correspondence is not straightforward and was proved in [11] by
Caucal), rules of the type XjjY

a
�! ZjjU are Petri net rules, and X

a
�! (YjjZ):U

is a characteristic rule for the PA-processes of Baeten and Weijland [4].
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Fig. 2. The PRS-Hierarchy

Even the class of state-extended BPP has its place in the hierarchy. It lies
between basic parallel processes (BPP) and Petri nets (PN) and its position
is strict in both directions.

The study of decidability and complexity of bisimilarity checking problems
for the classes from the PRS-hierarchy represents an active �eld of research;
a summary of recent results is provided in [54].

7 Parallel Complexity

An intriguing question to ask about bisimulation is does it have an eÆcient
parallel solution? The class NC contains those problems that can be solved in
polylogarithmic time using a polynomial number of processors (in the size of
the input). NC is generally regarded as the class of problems that have fast
parallel solutions.

It is believed that P-complete problems cannot be in NC. A problem is in P
if it can be solved by a deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time. A
problem is P-complete if it is in the class P, and it is P-hard in the sense that
any other problem in P is log-space reducible to it. A reduction is log-space if
it uses at most a logarithmic amount of intermediate storage space.

Balcazar et al. [5] established the P-completeness of bisimulation checking on
regular processes via a log-space reduction from the Monotone Alternating
Circuit Value Problem. Despite this negative result, several parallel and dis-
tributed algorithms for deciding bisimulation equivalence of regular processes
have been proposed that achieve non-trivial speedups in practice [71,32,49,8].
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Fig. 3. Summary of Complexity Results

8 Conclusions

We have o�ered a brief history of the computational complexity of bisimula-
tion. Several comprehensive surveys about the subject, focusing on in�nite-
state processes, have been written (e.g., [44,31,30]), including a handbook
chapter [9]. There is even now a project devoted to maintaining an up-to-
date overview of the state of the art in this dynamic research topic [54].

The reader may have noticed the following trend about bisimulation equiv-
alence: it is computationally easier to decide than language equivalence, re-
gardless of the nature of the underlying process model, be it �nite-state or
in�nite-state. It is interesting to search for an explanation to this computa-
tional dichotomy. Some insight can be gained by again noting that bisimulation
is a much more discriminating equivalence than language equivalence, to the
point where it is easier to decide. In particular, bisimilar states, for any symbol
a, must lead to bisimilar states. The absence of this restriction on language-
equivalent states in some sense forces one to determinize the automata in
question to decide equivalence, a costly proposition indeed.

On the other hand weak bisimilarity is much harder to decide on in�nite-state
processes compared not only to (strong) bisimilarity but also to other (even
weak) equivalences from van Glabbeek's spectrum such as the trace equiv-
alences. Whenever a process formalism allows for a �nite-state control unit,
weak bisimilarity becomes highly undecidable (�1

1
-complete in the analytical

hierarchy) [58] whereas, e.g., strong and weak trace equivalence remain on the
�rst level of the arithmetical hierarchy (see [27]). A summary of these results
is provided in Figure 3.

Finally, we ask what are the practical rami�cations of the computational di-
chotomy? Happily, the answer is a positive one for computer scientists in-
terested in bisimilarity, such as concurrency theorists and veri�cation tool
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builders. In this case, one is confronted (at least for strong bisimilarity) with
a tractable problem even for processes of a fairly expressive nature.
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